CWA PAF Makes a Difference for our Contracts & our Jobs!

Every dollar you give to CWA PAF is put to work building political power for you, your family, and your future.

Through PAF, CWA will have the strength we need to pass laws that protect our jobs and fight for quality public services.

- We blocked so-called “Right to Work” from becoming law in Connecticut, which would have had a devastating impact on our union rights.
- We helped elect a new pro-worker slate of leaders to the Connecticut legislature in the 2018 Midterm Elections, including:
  - Governor Ned Lamont
  - Congresswoman Jahana Hayes (first African-American Congresswoman in CT!)
  - State Senator Julie Kushner (former UAW Region Director!)
  - State Senator Mary Abrams
- Our legislators supported us in successfully bargaining a successorship contract that included job security and levels of employment for our Frontier contract.
- Our political action and legislative relationships helped us prevent AT&T from deregulating, which would have sent our call center jobs overseas.
- Our work with legislators has been instrumental in having continued support to grow unions in Connecticut!